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Since its inception as a calculating device, the computer has 
undergone four generations of changes. E~ch generation is marked by 
differences in the skills of individuals needed to operate, program, 
and design different computer systems (1). 
The businessmen of today have a tendency to consider the computer 
as an essential element for handling general accounting procedures, 
inventory, and other jobs too complicated or involved to handle by 
non-computer systems. As a result, computer systems are becoming more 
important, and they are being used in wide areas of government and 
industry. Additionally, the marked demand for computer systems will 
mean newer and perhaps· radical differences in the computer systems to 
suit the emerging industry needs (2). 
The constant improving and modifying of computer systems from 
technological changes has hindered the educational institutions from 
keeping the computer programmer training program current. Training 
needed by computer programmers must be kept current in order to insure 
jobs for the graduates of the different schools. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of the study was to identify the tasks performed by 
computer programmers in the performance of their jobs. 
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The problem is complicated by the following factors: 
1. Lack of information necessary to determine the types of 
computer hardware and software available and being used by industry. 
2. Lack of knowledge concerning what computer applications 
different employers are using. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study was concerned with determ~ning the tasks performed by 
business and governmental computer programmers in the performance of 
their job in Oklahoma City. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions were considered: 
1. What are some of the tasks that computer programmers perform 
in their technical role? 
2. What effect does the number of years in the programming field 
have to do with the performance of each task? 
3. What effect does the size of the computer programmers have to 
do with the performance of each task? 
Need for the Study 
The results of the study could be useful in planning computer 
programmer training programs and evaluating present training programs. 
Assumptions 
For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions were 
made: 
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1. The respondents' perceptions of various tasks and professional 
information would be alike so that the responses could be totaled. 
2. The computer programmers used as a sample were representative 
of the total population of computer programmers. 
3. The instrument is valid because of its prior usage. 
4. The data is ordinal in nature and can be ranked. 
5. The response from the respondents is representative of the 
total population. 
Definitions 
For better understanding of this study, the following definitions 
are needed: 
Computer programmer - a person who solves a predefined problem 
on a computer. 
DPMA - Data Processing Management Aosociation. 
Duty - activities for which the job incumbent is responsible. 
Specific duties used in this study are listed in Table I. 
Task - activities required in the performance of a duty. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Due to rapid innovations in technology, the electronic computer 
has undergone its fourth generation since !944. Each succeeding 
generation of computer is faster, cheaper, and smaller than the pre-
vious generation. With the rapid and sometimes radical improvements 
in computers, educators are hard-pressed to keep their data processing 
curriculum current so that graduates will have the work skills needed 
for employment in data processing careers. William G. Carr (3), the 
executive secretary for the National Education Association, aptly 
stated that 
Rapid technological change confronts society and the schools 
with problems which cannot be swept under the rug. For 
example how to prepare the new generation for greater ex-
~e1lence in the complex world of science and technology 
(p. 1) • 
However even with the rapid technological change, three questions 
arise: (1) why should the schools be concerned with the technological 
change; (2) what possible benefits can come about from the school 
easing technological change in place; and (3) what is the solution to 
school's role in educating students. The above questions were an-
swered by Blackstone (4) when he stated that 
Both business and schools have a great stake in improving 
the quality of workers who enter the business world. 
Cooperative effort between business and schools will help 
improve the students effectiveness, and reduce the expense 
of employing workers and maintaining office training 
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procedures for them. More effective educational programs 
can come only as we know more about the facts of office 
employment. We must determine specific demands of 
business (p. 26). 
or perhaps, Smith (8) 
Business education teachers should maintain a liason with 
computer manufacturers and -industry to be informed of 
training needs so necessary instruction may be included 
in the secondary school program (p. 255). 
The results of a liason between schools and industry can be 
favorable in producing the job skills tha~ a graduate needs for 
employment. A liason can be adv~sory committees or surveys of indus-
tries needs for the particular speciality. Yet, a liason between 
schools and industry is not the final solution. The graduates of a 
data processing school may still have trouble with their careers. 
Weber of the American Federation of Information Processing Societies 
(AFIPS) has revealed that of 170,000 graduates trained by primary 
sources for the computer user market, only 120,000 have entered the 
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labor force. He implied that the graduates were not adequately 
trained (6). 
Since many of the data processing graduates are not entering the 
labor force, the business firms are facing a shortage of trained data 
processing employees. This is requiring the different businesses to 
employ college graduates with management potential, and then on-the-
job training is provided in the particular specialty to the graduate 
(7' 8) • 
One of the reasons for the inadequate training of the data 
processing graduates and the shortage of trained data processing 
employees can be attributed to the time lag effect. MacDonald (9) was 
concerned with the lack of teaching materials and the time lag 
between data processing education and the first data processing job. 
He gave the following reasons for the time lag: 
1. The lack of clarity as to the training to be 
offered in data processing. 
2. The lack of available data processing equipment. 
3. The shortage of competent data processing 
teachers. 
4. The absence of suitable teaching materials for 
data processing instruction (p. 27). 
For the purpose of this study, only the first reason will be 
considered. 
Similar Studies 
Several studies have been attempted to determine what type of 
training is needed for a computer programmer. One of the more notable 
studies was by Bangs et al. (10). Briefly, he attempted 
• • • to determine the implications of intergrated data 
processing in offices for the development of curricula 
in office occupations and the preparations of office 
workers. The purpose of the study was to provide guidance 
for schools in evaluating programs then in existence and 
for establishing new programs (p. 1). 
The study included 176 school systems and 353 businesses through-
out the United States. Questionnaires and interviews were used for 
data collection. 
The computer programmers interviewed indicated that the duties 
performed by a programmer are: designing flow charts, debugging 
programs, analyzing the flow of data, coding programs, making di-
agrams, analyzing systems, operating the computer, making a test 
sample routine, and punching cards. 
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From the findings of the study, it was indicated that schools are 
not meeting the needs in training personnel for many job opportunities 
in data processing areas of business. It was recommended that re-
search is needed in making an indepth analysis of course offerings in 
the field of data processing. 
Perhaps an analysis of course offerings is needed. The question 
arises how can the course or curriculum content be determined? Toyne 
(11) attempted to answer the question. Slte did a study to 
• • • evaluate public and private schools to determine 
whether they are preparing students to meet the needs of 
data processing managers in Georgia. The purpose was to 
gather data that would provide performance-based behavioral 
objectives for data processing curriculum development. 
The study was done to provide an insight into the con~ 
ceptual and motor skills required for entry-level empioy-
ment in the electronic data processing industry compared 
with present curricula. offerings in public and private edu-
cational institutions. To collect data for the purpose 
of the study, a questionnaire was sent to data processing 
managers, public schools, and private schools. The data 
was analyzed using Kruskall-Wallis one-way analysis of 
variance test and the Nemenyi and Dunn post-hoc analyses 
of multiple comparisons. 
Findings and Conclusions: Public and private schools 
teach the 36 tasks identified by data processing managers 
to the level of skill and knowledge considered necessary 
for the entry-level position of programmers. There is a 
significant difference between the needs of managers inside 
and outside the Greater Metropolitan Atlanta Area who 
desire programmers to operate the computer ~ystem. In 
conclusion, it suggested that programmers need more train-
ing in the areas of conceptual skills. Computer instal-
lations use programming languages which are primarily 
designed to handle data processing activities rather than 
solving scientific programs. Even though core capacity 
and geographic locations differ, managers inside and out-
side the Greater Metropolitan Atlanta Area require the 
same skills of their entry-level personnel (abstract). 
Another approach to identifying the course or curriculum content 
needed for data processing curriculum development is by a task 
inventory. Task inventories have been used successfully by several 
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investigators, notably Tinnell (12) and Borcher et al. (13). The 
technique of a task inventory was identified by Tinnell (12) as 
1. identifying duties assigned to or expected of an 
occupational incumbent. 
2. identifying the tasks which constitute satisfactory 
performance of the duty. 
3. administering the task inventory to successful 
job incumbents. 
4. analyzing the incumbents' reports to identify 
appropriate training experiences (p. 12). 
This technique of task inventory was done in a study by Borcher 
et al. (13). Briefly, the objectives of the study were as follows: 
1. To construct and validate a task inventory for 
the business data processing occupational area 
2. To determine the frequency of performance of tasks 
by incumbent workers in data processing occupational area 
3. To determine the relative time spent in performing 
specific tasks by incumbent workers in data processing 
occupational area 
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4. To validate job descriptions for the job titles 
in the data processing occupational area 
5. To determine what tasks are common to all jobs in 
the data processing occupational area (p. 2). 
The task inventory was sent to 38 data processing installations 
to the head of the installations for them to distribute to their 
employees. The inventory had 445 tasks and 14 duty areas for five 
job descriptions which were: managers, system personnel, programmers, 
computer console operators, and data converting operators. 
The study did state that the duties and tasks are primarily 
related to positions held, size, and type of computer installation in 
which they are employed. However, they did not include how the duties 
and tasks are affected by the aforementioned factors in the analysis 
of the data. 
The results of the study indicate that a high percentage of 
computer programmers will perform tasks related to programming 
computers. Additionally duties connected to computer console 
operators, systems personnel, and data processing managers and super-
visors will be performed by computer programmers, though not at the 





This study was conducted among selected computer programmers in 
Oklahoma City. This chapter reports the methodology used in the 
study, and it can be divided into four steps: (1) selection of the 
population; (2). development of the instrument; (3) collection of the 
data; and (4) analysis of the results. 
Selection of the Population 
The first step in this study was to identify the data processing 
installations in Oklahoma City. Two lists of names and addresses from 
the DPMA mailing list and a study by Cruce (14) were combined to 
avoid duplication of names and addresses. After the combining, a 
list of 155 names and addresses w.ere derived. Oklahoma City was used 
because it is the main large city located in the center of Oklahoma. 
Development of the Instrument 
The instrument used for data collection consisted of three parts. 
The first part was the professional information. The professional 
information had two questions: (1) the number of years the respondent 
had worked as a computer programmer and (2) the number of full-time 
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equivalent computer programmers at the particular installation. 
The second part was nine duty areas and 201 tasks as given in 
Table I. The duty areas and tasks were developed from a study by 
Borcher et al. (13). 
TABLE I 
DUTIES AND THE NUMBER OF TASKS 
Duty 
1. Performing Systems Programming 
2. Programming Computers 
3. Operating Automatic Data Processing Equipment 
4. Supervising Programming 
5. Supervising Data Service Functions 
6. Performing Data Processing Functions 
7. Performing Data Systems Analysis 
8. Designing Data Systems 














The last part consisted of each duty area listed where the 
respondent could indicate how many hours were spent on each duty. 
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It was decided not to ask the respondents for the amount of 
relative time spent on each task from a conversation with R. W. 
Tinnell. The principle reasons for not including a time scale for 
each task were: the similarity of this study with the study by 
Borcher et al. (13); Tinnell (12) stated that the respondents had 
difficulties in understanding a relative time scale; and a better 
return rate in terms of returned completed questionnaires. 
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The completed instrument was revieweJ by three members of the 
Oklahoma State University Technical Education faculty and two computer 
programmers to insure clarity and appropriateness. 
The final instrument as used is given in Appendix A. 
Collection of the Data 
The data processing installations in Oklahoma City were mailed 
an introductory letter (see Appendix B) and a data collecting 
instrument (see Appendix A) to the manager of data processing for each 
installation in mid-April, 1976. The manager was then asked to pass 
the instrument to a computer programmer and to have the computer pro-
grammer complete the instrument. The computer programmer would return 
the instrument in the stamped self-addressed envelop~ included with 
the instrument. It was decided that this method of data collection 
would help in assuring a reasonable return rate. 
A second mail-out was made two weeks later to those non-
responding respondents. 
The returns were considered to be complete by mid-May, 1976. 
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Analysis of the Data 
The data from the returned instruments was encoded and key-
punched on computer cards. Since the data was analyzed by the SPSS 
program intergrated into the Oklahoma State University Computer 
Center, a large variety of analyses became possible. In answering the 
research questions of this study, a combination of three ways was 
chosen. 
In the professional information, the mean, mode, and range were 
calculated for the number of years the respondent had worked as a 
computer programmer and the number of full-time equivalent programmers 
employed at the data processing installation. 
A simple frequency count of the number of responses to each task 
and the responses were ranked. This would indicate those tasks done 
by the greatest number of computer programmers. 
The number of years the respondent had worked as a computer 
programmer was grouped in upper, middle, and lower third. The number 
of full-time computer programmers in the installation was also grouped 
into upper, middle, and lower third. The reason the two items in 
professional information were grouped was to avoid empty frequencies 
in the cells as a result of cross tabulation. The two items in 
professional information were then cross tabulated with each task. 
The cross tabulation was analyzed with Chi-square to determine if any 




The purpose of this study was concerned with determining the 
tasks performed by business and governmental computer programmers in 
Oklahoma City. A task inventory (see Appendix A) and a cover letter 
(see Appendix B) were sent to 155 data processi~g installations in 
Oklahoma City during April, 1976. By mid-May, 58 returned instruments 
had been received. Fourteen data processing managers reported that no 
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computer programmers were employed at the installation, and nine 
installations had moved leaving no forwarding address. These,instal-
lations were excluded from the study leaving 58 or 43.9 percent of 
132 data processing installations. 
Data Summary 
Respondents in the study were asked to supply the number of years 
that they had worked as a computer programmer and the number of full-
time equivalent computer programmers employed at the data processing 
installation. The respondents were also asked to check each task that 
they performed on their present job. The results of the data analyses 
will be discussed in the following paragraph. 
In the number of years worked as a computer programmer (see 
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Table II), the years ranged from one year to 20 years. The largest 
number of respondents had worked 10 years (12.1 percent). The mean 
for the respondents was 6.5 years of computer programmer experience. 
Six respondents did not fill in the number of years employed as a 
computer programmer. 
The respondents were asked to indicate the number of computer 
programmers in the installation (see Table III). The number of 
computer programmers ranged from one computer programmer to 700 pro-
grammers. The largest number of respondents stated there was one 
programmer (17.2 percent) at the installation. The mean for the 
respondents was 38.1 programmers working at the installation. Six 
respondents did-not indicate how many computer programmers were 
employed at the installation. 
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The number of respondents who responded that they performed a 
task were counted. The number of respondents who did each task ranged 
from zero to 57 responses. The frequency and percent of respondents 
who performed each task is listed in Table IV. 
Response Rankings 
Since a ranking of all the tasks would be lengthly, only the 
upper and lower quarter of the tasks performed are ranked (see Table 
V). ·A pattern arises from the ranking. The tasks in the upper 
quarter are all from the programming computers duty area. The tasks 
from the lowest quarter are mainly from the other duty areas with the 
exception of three tasks from the programming computer duty area 
which were at the bottom of the list. 
An interesting result arises when the upper quarter of ranked 
TABLE II 
RESPONDENTS' RESPONSES TO NUMBER OF YEARS WORKED AS 
A COMPUTER PROGRAMMER 
Number of Frequency cf Percent of 
Years Employed Respondents Respondents 
1 4 7.7 
2 5 9.6 
3 6 11.5 
4 5 9.6 
5 4 7.7 
6 2 3.9 
7 5 9.6 
8 6 11.5 
9 2 3.9 
10 7 13.5 
11 1 1.9 
13 3 5.8 
18 1 1.9 
20 1 1.9 





RESPONDENTS' RESPONSES TO NUMBER OF PROGRAMMERS 
EMPLOYED AT AN INSTALLATION 
of Progranuners Frequency of Percent of 
Installation Respondents Respondents 
1 10 19.2 
2 6 11.6 
3 9 17.3 
5 5 9.7 
6 2 3.9 
7 1 1.9 
8 2 3.9 
9 1 1.9 
12 2 3.9 
13 1 1.9 
15 2 3.9 
22 1 1.9 
30 1 1.9 
38 1 1.9 
67 1 1.9 
96 1 1.9 
97 1 1.9 
140 1 1.9 
160 1 1.9 
200 1 1.9 
250 1 1.9 
700 1 1.9 
TOTAL 52 100.0 
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TABLE IV 
DUTIES AND THE DATA FOR EACH TASK 
I Parformin& Syat ... Pro&raa.in& 
1. Analyze and debug manufactured software 
2. Develope maintenance procedures for the operating systems 
3. Diagnose and correct operating system component errors 
4. Maintain back-up procedures for the operating system 
5. Perform system generation, e~tablish source and relocatable 
library sizes, etc. 
6. Plan, coordinate and install new hardware and software 
7. Select various components to be used in creating new operating 
system 
~· Write programs to print tapes, punch cards, or read cards 
9. Write system monitor programs 
II Programming Computers 
1. Adapt programs written in symbolic language to different computer 
configuration 
2. Analyze applications to select appropriate utility programs 
and subroutines 
3. Analyze computer inputs prior to test run and follow-up 
4. Analyze core dumps, evaluate and recommend solutions 
5. Analyze programming documentation 
6. Analyze programs, evaluations, reviews or ~eports for problem 
identification 
7. Audit computer inputs after test run and follow-up 
8. Code computer applications using a reports program generator 
9. Code disk sort programs 
10. Code programs utilizing more than one language 
11. Code routine computer programs 
12. Code software utility programs 
13. Code tape sort programs 
14. Confer with functional area peraonnel to prepare ep~ific 
routines 
15. Coordinate with functional areas on programming aspects of 
new aystems being devised and reports being developed 
16. Debug programs 
17. Design Assembly programs 
18. Design or lay out disk storage formats 
19. Design or lay out drum storage formats 
20. Design or lay out magnetic tape atorage formats 
21. Design or lay out paper tape storage formats 
22. Design random access formulas 
23. Design report formats 
24. Design software formats 
25. Design tape input/output formulas 
26. Design tape or disk sort programs 
27. Desk check or debug programs after assembly or compilation 
28. Desk check programming logic for punching errors prior to 
assembly or compilation 
29. Determine most applicable programming language for problems 
30. Develop flow charts for handling source data by off-line 
support equipment 
31. Develop computer operating instruction, technical bulletins 
32. Develop operation procedures for programming 
33. Develop program logic charts for machine routines 
34. Develop subroutines 
35. Develop systems for collecting, processing, and storing data 
36. Edit computer programs for effective use of auxiliary storage 
media 
37. Edit computer programs for efficient use of logical and 
arithmetical components 
38. Edit computer programs for effective use of memory 
39. Exploit parallel processing capabilities to gain operational 
effectiveness 
40. Extract figures needed for special analysia and studies 
41. Incorporate standard routines into programs 
42. Incorporate utility routines into programs 
43. Integrate planned routines with the overall programming 
aystema (segmenting) 
44. Insert changes into existing programs 
45. Isolate and correct programming errors diocovered during testing 





















































































































TABLE IV (Continued) 
11 Programmina Computer• - Continued 
48. Maintain library of documentation of 1eneral purpoae and 
utility programs 
49. Manually convert numbers from one number system to another 
50. Manually translate computer programs from symbolic language 
to assembly language 
51. Patch computer programs 
52. Perform analog programming 
53. Perform program analysis 
54. Perform real time programming 
55. Perform systems analysis to meet requirements of company function& 
56. Prepare console operator's run books 
57. Prepare control card sheets for utility or library programs 
58. Prepare detail flow charts 
59. Prepare documentation including format• and layouta for input 
and output media 
60. Prepare general and detailed flow charts 
61. Prepare instructions for operation of on-line peripheral 
equipment 
62. Prepare testing instructions and control test data for use of 
console operator during test audits 
63. Prepare programming block diagrams 
64. Read and interpret regulations, manuals, or administrative orders 
65. Recommend corrections of modifications to syotems 
66. Review existing routines for applicability of new techniques 
67. Revise computer programs 
68. Select appr~priate utility programs 
69. Test new computer programs 
70. Test revised computer programs 
71. Write console program manual 
72. Write programs for inquiry routines 
73. Write programs for local one-time applications 
74. Write programs for data generation for program testing 
III Operating Automatic Data Processing Equipment 
1. Analyze job steps to determine data recovery pointl 
2 •. Analyze machine operation through uoe of messages received from 
the equipment 
3. Analyze machine operation through uoe of conditions displayed 
4. Change sequence of jobs run to cut down operational steps 
S. Determine cause of machine otops and malfunctions 
6. Load programs and data cards 
1. Locate tapes in storage media or tape library 
8. Maintain card files (source object. etc.) 
9. Operate card reader 
10. Operate console 
11. Operate interpreter 
12. Operate key punch machines or verifier• 
13. Operate magnetic tape unit 
14. Operate remote terminals 
15. Operate oorter 
16. Operate time sharing system terminal 
17. Perform card-to-printer operation 
18. Perform compilation or assembly 
19. Perform debugging runs 
20. Perform on-the-job training of operators 
21. Perform punched card-to-tape con~ersion operation 
22. Perform tape-to-tape operation (copy) 
23. Prepare special carriage control tapes 
24. Prepare control decks 
25. Record time log for unscheduled maintenance 
26. Review processing steps before job is puc on computer 
27. Schedule sequence of users during shift for effective organi-
zation of runa 
28. Screen reports, cards, or programs for obvious errors and 
initiate corrections 
29. Select and mount disks 
30. Select and mount tapes 
31. Set up computer for operation 
32. Update current aource programa 


























































































































TABLE IV (Continued) 
IV Supervioin& Programming 
1. Analyze program evaluations. review• or report• for problem 
identification 
2. Conduct on-the-job training in programming 
3. Coordinate progra!1111ling requirements with machine configuration 
4. Coordinate with functional nreas on ptogramming aspects of 
reports being developed 
5. Coordinate with operation8 on preparation of computer 
operating instructions 
6. Coordinate with systems designers on programming aspects of 
new systems 
7. Coordinate with $ystems designers on programming aspects of 
rep.orts being developed 
8. Design operating systems 
9. Develop local operating procedures for programming 
10. Develop programming aids 
11. Develop program test and maintenance systems 
12. Establish controls for program card decks and magnetic files 
13. Establish programming priorities 
14. Evaluate work performance of programmers 
15. Follow up programs being developed at local level 
16. Initiate pr9cedures for preparation of input to computer 
17. Maintain instruction worksheets for operational programs 
18. Orient newly assigned programmers 
V Supervising Data Service Functions 
1. Analyze company operations to determine where moot significant 
improvements can be made 
2. Analyze data processed for modification of reports 
3. Analyze data processed to make sure tha·t desired information is 
obtained 
4. Analyze documentation for completeness and accuracy 
5. Coordinate with programmers and systems personnel on matters of 
joint interest 
6. Develop computer operating instructions 
7. Develop standards and factors for use in management control 
oystems 
8. Document new computer processes 
9. Inspect methods used to process d3ta 
10. Maintain lists of recurring reports 
11. Order data automation supplies and equipment 
12. Perform periodic inspections of data automation activities 
13. Review machine run reports for accuracy 
VI Performing Data Processing Functions 
1. Arrange reruns and special checks to proof final output 
2. Audit data systems of functional area reports 
3. Check error with consultant, correct and resubmit 
4. Compare data arithmetically wit~ predetermined control totals 
S. Contact functional areas for submission and evaluation of data 
6. Maintain files of reports, regulations, or directives pertaining 
to data systems \ 
7. Maintain suspense file for controlled reports 
8. Plan programming workloads, make work assignments, and 
organize skills 
9. Prepare recommendations for improved efficiency in operations 
10. Process requests for new or revised reports 
11. Read and interpret regulations, manuals, or administrative orders 
12. Review completed programs for accuracy 
13. Review detail flow charts prior to preparation of programs 
14. Schedule development of programs 
15. Supervise and edit documentation of programs 
VII Performing Data Syotems Analyaio 
1. Develop directives pertaining to data systema 


































































































TABLE IV (Continued) 
3. !valuate •ata for ralati~ip of OUtput to aourca doe~nte 
4. Evaluate file content• and aequences 
5. !valuate problem &reao adaptable to modification 
6, Identify data interface requirements 
7, Identify problem areas in the system 
I. Identify aource documents, internal files and final report• 
t. Perform initial analyoia of requests for oystema studial 
10, Update and review achedules and progra~ networks 
VIII Designing Data Syatema 
1, Audit mechanhe.d Hating to check systems 
2. Control ayotem input and output 
3. Coordinate with programmers and functional areas to e•tablish 
new applications 
4. Design or modify data interface requiremenfs 
5, Deoign punched card media layouto 
6, Deoisn punched tape media layout• 
1. Deaign oystems to include tabular forma and visual displays 
8. Datarmlna processing, otorage, and retrieval techniques 
9. Inapect system flow 
10. Monitor updating of format and data items 
11, Prepare data automation proposals (DAP) 
12. Prepare documentation for oystems flow charta 
13. Prepare or analyze data for testing new ayotema 
14. Prepare ayatems block diagram& 
15, Recomroend changes in data automation propoaals to person of 
prime raoponsibility 
16. ll.aviev technological developments in communication• or 
taleprocaosing requirement• 
17. Review technological development in procaaaing, atorage, and 
information retrieval 
IX Performing Feaoibility Studiao 
(Pilot Projecto) 
1. Brief functional area personnel on limit• of data procesoing 
2. Coordinate integration of oyatems with ·functional aree 
3. Coordinate with functional areao to determine output requirement• 
4, Determine input/output characteriatica and media for functional 
&Tea 
5. Determine oize and time elements of proceasing run• 
I, Develop atandard data elements and codes for functional areas 
7, Evaluate uoe of existing syatems of programs for pilot project• 
I, lnvaatigate coomunications and teleprocessing re.quir.....,nto for 
integration of data systems and proceaoing 
9. Prepare computer logic diagrams 
10. Prapora detailed document flow diagram 
11. Prepare faaoibility atudy "" praoent ayat• ta datal'lliM uacl 
for new oyatem 
12. Prepare rac~atioa. for aiaa and capacity af propoaad 





























































































TOP AND BOTTOM QUARTER OF THE RANKING OF THE NUMBER OF 
RESPONDENTS WHO REPORTED PERFORMING EACH TASK 
Duty - Task 
Debug programs 
Desk check or debug programs after 
assembly 
Revise computer programs 
Code routine computer programs 
Insert changes into existing programs 
Isolate and correct programming 
errors discovered during testing 
Test revised computer programs 
Test new computer programs 
Design report formats 
Write programs for local one-time 
applications 
Prepare documentation including for-
mats and layouts for input and output 
media 
Perform system analysis to meet 
requirements of company functions 
Audit computer inputs after test run 
and follow-up 
Analyze programming documentation 
Write programs for data generation 
for program testing 
Analyze programs, evaluations, re-






















































TABLE V (Continued) 
Duty - Task 
Recommend corrections of modifications 
to systems 
Prepare general and detailed flow-
charts 
Incorporate standard routines into 
programs 
Design or layout disk storage formats 
Confer with functional area personnel 
to prepare specific routines 
Diagnose and correct operating system 
components errors 
Select various components to be used 
in creating new operating system 
Design tape input/output formula 
Audit data systems of functional area 
reports 
Develop maintenance procedures for the 
operating system 
Evaluate work performance of 
programmers 
Design operating systems 
Write console program manual 
Write data automation supplies and 
equipment 
Maintain suspense file for controlled 
reports 















































TABLE V (Continued) 
Duty - Task 
Record time log for unscheduled 
maintenance 
Develop standards and factors for use 
in management control systems 
Perform periodic inspections of data 
Manually translate computer programs 
Sci1edule sequence of users during 
shift for effective organization of 
runs 
Layout memory maps 
Write systems monitor programs 
Design or lay out tape storage formats 
























tasks is examined. More respondents indicate that they perform 
program review and modification rather than writing computer programs. 
Chi-Square Analyses 
The number of years of computer programming experience was 
grouped into three categories: the lower was one through three years 
experience; the middle was four through nine; and the upper was 10 
through 20 years experience. The number uf programmers was also 
grouped into three categories: the lower was one and two programmers; 
the middle was three through nine programmers; and the upper was 12 
through 700 programmers. 
Cross tabulation was performed with the three categories of each 
the number of years experience as a computer programmer and the number 
of computer programmers in the installation to each task to determine 
if there was any significant difference in tasks performed. 
In Table VI, the majority of the significant tasks are from the 
programming computers duty area. Three of the significant tasks from 
the programming computers duty are concerned with testing and re-
vising computer programs, and these tasks will probably be performed 
by the computer programmer during their first years as a programmer. 
The tasks in the other duty areas will have increased usage in the 
later years of a computer programmers experience. Three tasks from 
the programming computer duty area will increase with the number of 
years experience, and th~se tasks are concerned with coding programs 
utilizing more than one language, preparing programming block 
diagrams, and determining most applicable programming languages for 
problems. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF CROSS TABULATION BETWEEN YEARS OF COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE AND TASKS PERFORMED 
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Tasks Significance 
I-8 Write programs to print tapes, punch cards, 
or read cards 
II-10 Code programs utilizing more than one 
language 
* a 
II-29 Deter~ne most applicable programming 
language for problems 
* * * c 
II-44 Insert changes into existing programs * b 
II-63 Prepare programming block diagrams * a 
II-67 Revise computer programs * d 
II-69 Test new computer programs * d 
II-70 Test revised computer programs * d 
III-23 Prepare special carriage control tapes * a 
IV-18 Orient newly assigned programmers * a 
V-11 Order data automation supplies and equipment * a 
VIII-14 Prepare systems block diagrams * * a 
VIII-16 R~view technological developments in communi-
cations or teleprocessing requirements 
* a 
~ < • OS * * < • 01 * * * < .001 
a. Performance of a task will increase with number of years 
experience. 
b. Number of years experience will not effect performance 
of a task. 
c. Performance of a task will increase in the middle years. 
d. Performance of a task will decrease with the number of 
years experience. 
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The results of the cross tabulation between the number of 
computer programmers in the data processing installation and each task 
(see Table VII) reveal a pattern in those tasks which were determined 
significant. Those significant tasks in the programming computer duty 
area are mainly performed in the larger installations. The signif-
icant tasks in the operating of automatic data processing equipment 
are mainly performed by the smaller installations. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF CROSS TABULATION BETWEEN NUHBER OF PROGRAMMERS 
















Code programs utilizing more than one 
language 
Design or lay out magnetic tape storage 
formats 
Determine most applicable programming 
language for problem 
Develop program logic charts for machine 
routines 
Edit computer programs for effective use of 
auxiliary storage media 
Incorporate utility routines into programs 
Manually convert numbers from one number 
system to another 
Analyze machine operation through use of 
conditions displayed 
Load programs and data cards 
Maintain card files (source object, etc.) 
Operate key punch machines or verifiers 
Operate sorter 
Operate time sharing system terminal 
* * a 
* a 











* < .05 * * < .01 * * * < .001 
a. Task associated with larger organizations. 
b. Task associated with small and larger organizations 
c. Task associated with middle size organizations. 



















TABLE VII (Continued) 
Tasks 
Perform card-to-printer operation 
Perform compilation or assembly 
Perform debugging runs 
Screen reports, cards, or programs for 
obvious errors and initiate cor~ections 
Set up computer for operation 
Design operating systems 
Develop local oper~ting procedures for 
programming 
Develop program test and maintenance systems 
Orient newly assigned programmers 
Document new computer processes 
Process requests for new or revised reports 
Review completed programs for accuracy 
Prepare systems block diagrams 
.OS * * < .01 * * 














* * d 
* a 
* < .001 
Task associated with small and larger organizations. 
Task associated with middle size organizations. 




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sunnnary 
The purpose of this study was to determine the tasks performed by 
business and governmental computer programmers in Oklahoma City. To 
fulfill the purpose of this study, the following questions ~vere 
considered: 
1. What are some of the tasks that computer programmers perform 
in their technical role? 
2. What effect does the number of years in the programming field 
have to do with the performance of each task? 
3. What effect does the size of the computer installation in 
terms of number of computer programmers have to do with the perform-
ance of each task? 
The manager of data processing for each installation was sent a 
cover letter and a data collecting instrument which they were to pass 
on to a computer programmer for completion and return to the manager. 
The manager would return the completed instrument for analyses. A 
follow-up on the non-respondents was sent two weeks later. The rate 
from the returned instruments was 43.9 percent. 
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Summary of the Findings 
The following is a list of the findings: 
1. More programmers perform tasks which are concerned with 
programming computers than tasks connected with other duties. 
2. The tasks which are most often performed are concerned with 
program review and modification. 
3. Titree tasks will be performed by a computer programmer in 
early years as a programmer. These tasks are associated with testing 
and revising computer programs. 
4. The tasks which were significant in the duties other than 
programming computers will probably increase in usage with the 
computer programmer's years of experience. 
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5. Three tasks in programming computer duty area which are 
associated with coding programs utilizing more tha~ one language, 
preparing block diagrams, and determining most applicable programming 
language will probably increase in usage with the computer pro-
grammer's years of experience. 
6. The significant tasks in the programming computers duty area 
are primarily done by the larger installations. 
7. TI1e significant tasks in the operating automatic data 
processing equipment are generally done by the smaller installations. 
Conclusions 
Based upon the findings of this study, the following conclusions 
were made: 
1. The tasks performed by a computer programmer can be 
determined. The greatest number of respondents are concerned with 
program review and modification. 
2. The years of programming experience does seem to have a 
significant effect on the performance of certain tasks. The entry-
level programmer needs to have a knowledge of testing and revising 
computer programs. 
3. The number of computer programmers in a data processing 
installation can have a significant effecc on the tasks performed. 
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In a larger installation, the computer programmer will have more tasks 
in the programming computer duty area; but in small installations, the 
computer programmer will usually do more tasks in the operating 
automatic data processing equipment duty area. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made: 
1. Designers of a data processing curriculum need to place 
substantial emphasis in areas concerning computer review and 
modification. 
2. A data processing curriculum needs to have "hands on" 
experience with a computer since the entry-level computer programmer 
will need to know how to test and revise computer programs. 
3. The individual school should conduct surveys to determine 
what size of data processing installations that they will be supply-
ing graduates for in order to determine the content of individual 
school's training program. 
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~INVENTORY PROVIDES INFORMATION I 
NEEDED FOR REVISING AND CREATING 
DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS 
DEAR COMPUTER PROGRAMMER: 
STILLWATER. OKLAHOMA, 74074 
CLASSROOM BUILDING 406 
140\1 372-6211, EXT. 6287 
I NEED YOUR HELP. I AM CONDUCTING A STUDY THAT I BELIEVE 
YOU WILL FIND INTERESTING AND HELPFUL TO YOUR PROFESSION. 
AM ATTEMPTING TO ASSEMBLE AND VALIDATE A COMPLETE LIST OF DUTIES 
AND TASKS PERFORMED BY COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS. THE INFORMATION 
CAN BE VERY HELPFUL IN PLANNING COMPUTER PROGRAMMER TRAINING PRO-
GRAMS. 
WHAT I AM ASKING FOR IS ABOUT ONE-HALF HOUR OF YOUR TIME. 
PLEASE FILL IN THE PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION REQUESTED. THEN FOR 
THE REMAINDER OF THE INVENTORY, YOU SHOULD CHECK EACH TASK THAT 
YOU DO IN THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR DUTIES. ADDITIONALLY, YOU 
SHOULD WRITE IN ANY TASK WHICH YOU DO WHICH IS NOT LISTED. LASTLY 
YOU SHOULD ESTIMATE THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT ON EACH DUTY DURING 
A TYPICAL WORK WEEK. 
I AM DEPENDING ON YOU TO PROVIDE US WITH THE NECESSARY IN-
FORMATION FOR IMPROVING DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS. FOR YOUR PER-
SONAL INFORMATION AN ABSTRACT OF THE STUDY WILL BE SENT TO EACH 
PERSON WHO COMPLETES THE TASK INVENTORY. PLEASE COMPLETE AND 





COMPLETING THE TASK INVENTORY IS VERY EASY AND IT REQUIRES ABOUT 
ONE-HALF HOUR TO 00. FIRST FILL IN THE PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION RE-
QUEST~D ON THIS PAGE. 
SECONDLY READ EACH OF THE TASK STATEMENTS AND PLACE A CHECK MARK 
( ./) IN THE COLUMN CHECK FOR EACH TASK WHICH YOU PERFORM ON YOUR PRE-
SENT JOB. 
AT THE END OF ANY SECTION WRITE IN ANY TASKS YOU DO WHICH ARE 
NOT LISTED. 
ON THE LAST PAGE OF THE INVENTORY YOU SHOULD RATE EACH DUTY BY AN 
ESTIMATE OF THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT DURING A TYPICAL WORK WEEK. 
LASTLY, PLEASE RETURN THE WHOLE BOOKLET TO THE MANAGER PROMPTLY. 
PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION 
HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU WORKED AS A COMPUTER PROGRAMMER? 
2 
HOW MANY FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS DOES YOUR FIRM EMPLOY? 
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
cludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 









__] L.Ang_]fl..e_fl_!l9_9e~.J!..9 manufactured software 
_2_, __ . __ 0evE!lQQ._Il]fli ntenance procedures for the operating sys te,.,m"-------1----l 
-~t __ Qj_g_gnose and correct operating system component errors 
.. •L __ Maintai[l__Qack-up Q:rocedures for the operating system 
5. Perform system generation, establish source and relocatable 
__ _jj_ll_rp_y_~~ etc. ------------------------+----
_§, __ Plan, coordinate and install new hardware and software 1-----
7. Select various components to be used in creating new operating 
_ ... .?YH§ll __ -----------------------------------f----i 
. ~_,. _Hr:i_t_g_p_r:Q9.t:'E.~1Q...E.ri_!l~ _ _!:~~...!._Et;Jnch cards, or read cards 
__ 2, __ \'~rite system monitor programs __________ ·---------e------
- . ··- . - . ··------------ -- ------------------------+----
____ __!'le.a.s.e...list any additional tasks: 
----------· --- --------~-------·------------------ ------------1·--
---·----- ----------------------------------+---
. - -- -- ------------------------·----------
---------·-·------ ---·-- ······---·- ----------
. ·--·- -----------------------------+----" 
-------·------------ ---·------······---·--------!--·-·· 
····-·---------·--·-·--------------------··--····-·---·--·--------
.. -------- ----·-···----·---------- -------------- ---------+-~--1 
. --------------------- -------------·- -------------f---




DATA PROCESSING TASK INV~NTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks which you per~orm. Add any Check 
tasks you do which are not listed. 
-DUTY- / 




l. Adapt programs written in symbolic 1 anguage to different 
---- -- _CQrnJ>u ter configuration 
2. Analyze applications to select appropriate utility programs 
and subroutines ------------- -
--~- ~!l~~,r~~computer inputs prior to test run and follow-ue_ ____ 
~ 
_ _3,_1\.tlli]~J;Q~_dumps, e~a l!.H!te i!nd recorrmeod solutions 
~~_,!Ina 1 n~_J?LQ9Iarrmi nq qocumenta ti on ·-----· ------ ---
6. Analyze programs, evaluations, reviews or reports for problem 
identification ---------
__ L:__,Il._i!_<!_ij:___<;Qmputer in!iuts after test run and follow-u(2 
___ 8 ~_Code -~_2!!1_puter applications using a reports program generator 
9. Code disk sort programs 
----------------
-~~:~~~programs utilizing more than one 1 anguage 
11. Code routine computer ~rograms ----
_12.,_ Code softwar:e... utili t.y programs 
_q_,___~ode ta[!e sort [!rograms 
14. Confer with functional area personnel to prepare specific 
routines 
-- -· ---- ---- ··- -------· --------------------------------------- ----------------- ---· 
15. Coordinate with functi ona 1 areas on programminq aspects of new 
.. ---~,y_s_t_e_l!l~_b_~i_!!g_~_i_sed_ and reports being develo[!ed~------'---
16_,__p_ebug_p_r.Q9.!~-------·- ------------- -
17 . _ _D_e_sj_g_n_A_ssemJ>_ly_Jlrograms ________ · _____________ ---··-·- ____ -·-·--
_18_: _ _Q_e_:;_i_9~_o_r_J~ out disk storage formats -----------
1_9_, __ Q_e_s_1.9.!1___o_r_l~ out drum storage formats 
20. Desiqn or - lay out maqnetic tape s toraqe formats 
42 
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any Check 
tasks you do v1hi ch are not listed. 
./ 
-DUTY-
PROGRAMMING COMPUTERS If 
Done 
1-----· -TASK-
21. Design or la~ out paper tape storage formats 
22. Design random access formulas 
23. Design report formats 
. 24. De_sign software formats 
25. Design tape input/output formulas --------------1--
~_D_esign tape or disk sort progr~ms 
27. Desk check or debug programs after assembly or compilation 
·---------
28. Desk check prograllllling logic for punching errors prior to 
--~ss em_!l~_i:.Q!!!P_i 1 at ion 
l-2~.__12eter:!!lin~_r@_~ ici!!JJ e proqrallllling 1 anguage for problems 
30. Develop flow charts for handling source data by off-line suppor 
__ eguipm~------------·· 
~l:.__D_~ve 1 op __ c_o'!!Puter operating instruction, technical bulletins 
f-------
_:g._ -~-:_v~_l_<l.!:l__opera~_i Ol) _l?_!:~cedures for programming 
f-------
-~3. Dev_elop _ _p_!'ogram logi.£_ char~~_r machine routines 
34. Develop subroutines 
------------------~-----------------------\-
_35. __ D~ye l_<J_E__~_s_t_ef11~!_o!:_ £D.!..l~c_t_i _n_g_, _ _pro~~_s_:;_'i_~g_, and_:;!_c:ri ng data 
··-
36. Edit computer programs for effective use of au xi 1 i ary storage 
media 
------------------ ---------------..,.-.-------------- .. - ----- -·- ------------ ----
37. Edit computer programs for efficient use of logical and 
arithmetical components 
------------ -------------------------------·--------1-
38. Edit !:Q!l1JlUtE!_t:'_E_r_9_9_t::ams for_~~ti~~se of m_e~orx_ ____ ----- ··--·-----
39. Exploit parallel processing capabilities to gain operational 
effectiveness ------ ---·- ------------------------------·--------------------- ---
40. Extract fioures needed for special analysis and studies 
43 
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Lis ted bel ow is a duty and the tasks which it in-
Check eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 






41, Incorporate standard routines iota programs 
42. Incorporate utility routines into programs 
43. Integrate planned routines with the overall progranrni ng 
s~stems (segmenting) 
44. Insert changes into existing programs 
45. Isolate and correct proqranrning errors discover~ during 
-- testing 
46. Lay out memory maps 
47. Maintain and update library of program and processing docu-
mentation 
48. Maintain library of documentation of general Purpose and 
utility progrMJs 
49. Manually convert numbers from one number system to another 
50. Manually translate computer prQCJrams from symbolic language 
to assembl_y_ lan_guage 
51. Patch computer programs 
52. Perform analog progranrning 
53. Perform program analysis 
54. Perform real time prograiTTiling 
55. Perform systems analysis to meet requirements of company 
functions 
56. Prepare console operator's run books 
57. Prepare control card sheet? for utility or library programs 
58. Prepare detail flow charts 
44 
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any Check 






59. Prepare documentation including formats and layouts for input 
and output media 
60. Prepare aenera 1 and detailed flow charts. 
61. Prepare instructions for operaltion .of on-line peripheral 
eouicment 
62. Prepare testing instructions and control ·test data for use of 
~Qnsole operator dur~ng test audits 
63. Prepare proaramming block diagrams 
64. Read and interpret regulations, manuals, or administrative 
orders 
65. Recommend corrections of modifications to systems. 
66. Review existing routines for applicability of new techniques 
67. Revise computer programs 
68. Select appropriate utility programs 
69. Test new computer programs 
70. Test revised computer programs 
71. Write console program manual 
_ 72.._\olrjte__J!r_ograms ·for inquiry rou:tines 
1-
_].3_,_.k/ri.tJLJ:>rograms for local one-time applications 
__ 74. Write ~rograms for data generation for program testing 
---
~lease list ao~ additional tasks· 
1-----------------
DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
cludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 





OPERATING AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
If 
Done 
-TASK-..... -··---------------------~c.::.:_:__ __________________ !---_ 
.. _1_. __ Ana 1 yze_j_o_!J.2_teps to determine data recovery points 
2. Analyze machine operation through use of messages received 
from the equipment 
3. An_a_lyz_e machine operation through use of conditions displayed 
4. Change s~_<1uence of jobs run to cut down operational_~t:::.epc.cs=-._--t-­
-~~_Q~ter~-~~~cause~f machine stops and malfunctions 
6. Load_p~_()_g~ams and_da_ta_c_a_r_d_s ----------------t--l 
_!_:_ __ Locate tapes in storage media or tape library 
8. Maintain card files (source object. etc.) 
--~---------------1------
_ ~--- _Ope_ra te ~a_r:~ __ r_:e:::.a:::.d:e::.r:___ __________________________ -t~--
10. __ Op!_r:_ate~_9~_:;_?le ___________________________ _ 
- f-·--
Jl: __ _Qrlerate i nterprete'"'r ________________________ ~----· 
__ l_2_,__QIJ_g_r::_a_te ke,y punch machines or verifiers 
J~--~y_g~~~'~n~et~,~·c~t~aLpe~u~n~i~t _________ , ________ ~--l 
}!!_~ __ Op_era_te remote termi n=a.:..l =-s ---'-------------------+---1 
J 5_. __ O_p~!'..?,.!;~_~_o_r._t_e_r _______________________ , __________ _ 
_ 1~·- __ Dp~_r_!l_!~ _ _!~e sharing system t-"-e'-'rm::..l:..:.·n,~a:..:.l ___________________ _ 
17:_ Perform __ ~~_r_d_~_to~p_!:'.0_ter operat_:ion _________________________ _ 
]§.: __ ~erf()_rnJ_Compl iation or assembly --------------+---·-
19. Pl:!_rf()_l"f11_9_e~_ugg i_n9_r~,!l~ _______________ -·-----------+---
20._ -~~_r!_()rm on-the-job training of operators -------------f----
21. ~-e!'f()!ITI punched card-to-tape conversion _o"-p_er_a __ t_i_o_n _______ t---
~~-: .... ~~.!'!()l"_ffi _ _!~pe-to-tape operation (copy) ___________ .:_ _____ _ 
23. 
24. 
Prepare special carriage control tapes 
-------------------------------------------------1--




DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any Check 
tasks you do which are not listed. 
-DUTY- / 




lz5_. Re~rd time log_ for unscheduled maintenance 
]6. Re~jew Qr.ocessing steQS befgr~ job is (!Ut on com(luter 
27. Schedule seQuence of users during shift for effective organi-
r------zation. of runs 
28. Screen reports, cards, or pr!ograms for obvious errors and 
initiate corrections 
r-~_._S~l_ect and mount disks 
)0. Select and mount tapes 
31. Set UIJ com(luter for operation 
J_?_, __ _!l~te current source (Jrograms 
,TI-'--_!Jpdate S.}'Stems QrDgrams (object run ta(les-ORT's) 
-- Ple~se Jjst any add1t1ooa1 tasks· 
------
1---







DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
cludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 







_______________________________ -~T!.!;AS"-"K,__- __ --------~ -----J!-----1 
1. Analyze program evaluations, reviews or reports for problem 
-- ____ .iden.tific.a_..._t·.i.ui'nLLLn _____________________ -+--~ 
_2_ _ _(;_oi1.9M_C:_Lon-the_:j_q_b training in programing 
~~SoordLnate programming requirements with machine configuration 
4. Coordinate with functional areas on programming aspects of re-
-- __ ___p_orts_ being develop_~~-------------------'----
5. Coordinate with operations on preparation of computer operat-
- ____ i_!l~_r::_u_c1:j on_s________ __ ___ --~-----__ , __ 
6. Coordinate with systems designers on programming aspects of 
_ ---~~~-s--"t"'emc.:s:_ __ ~------~------------~-------__ 
7. Coordinate with systems designers on programming aspects of 
______ rejl_9rt_s~_i_rl_g, ____ ::d_,_ev,~e'-.:l~o:..t:p.:::ed:::___ _____________________ ~--
__ B_,___Qe _s_i__9_1!__0_p_~!"~.:!_I1_9___5CLY-=.S-=-te=m;;.;:s:___ ____________________ _ 
_ _ L ___ D_e_vel_op _ _l_oca 1 oper:_at i n_[_p_!oce~d_ures f~_~"__Erogrammi nL_ _ _ 
_1_0..: _D_e_y~_l_o_p_ P.l"_ogrammi n~ aids -----------.jl------l 
_1_ 1_. ___ D_e_y_e_l_9p _ _p_r_ogram test and maintenance sys terns ________ _ 
12. Establish controls for program card decks and magnetic files 
- ·-· ---------- "----------------------------------------l----
13. Es tab_l ish _ _IJ_r_o_llra_m_rf!:i_n_g_.E_r_!_c:_r_i~-i~_s___ _ ____ _ ___ ____ ___ _ __ _ _________ _ 
14. _ Evalu~t_~ __ wo_r_k_ p_erf_q_r~nce _ __Q.f__.P_!'.Q~Il!Jl~rs __ ---'----~------1------
15. _ Foll_o.!'!_ _up pr_()_g_r_a!f1_~--~~i_QiL9~.'{~l_g~~ loca_l_J~·!'_~_l _____________ _ 
_1_6, ___ In_it_i_C1_t_e _ _p_roce_(1_ur~_for pr~_arati on of_J.rlp~_t__to come_uter ---1--~-
_1_7_, ___ M_ain_'t;E_i_n __ ins tructi on worksheets for_~a tiona 1 pro~_l"~lf!:i--->------





DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
Check eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 
·tasks you do which are not listed. 
-DUTY- / 




l. Analyze company operations to determine where most significant 
improvements can be made 
2. Analvze data Processed fnr mndificatinn nf reoorts 
3. Analyze data processed to make sure that desired information is 
obtained 
4. Analyze documentation forcomp1eteness and accuracv 
5. Coordinate with programmers and systems personnel on matters of 
joint interest 
6. Develo~ comEuter o~erating instructions 
7. Develop standards and factors for use in management control 
systems 
8. Document new computer processes 
~· Inspect methods used to process data 
0. Maintain lists of recurring reports 
l. Order data automation supplies and equipment 
2. Perform ~eriodic inspections of data automation activities 
3. Review machine run reports for accuracy 




DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks ~~hich you perform. Add any Check 








_ _1_, __ _A_!"rang~~_!"uns a~eci a 1 checks to_Q_roof _final output 
2. Audit ------ data systems of fu~ctional area reports 
3. Check error with - COQSUltant, correct and resubmit 
4. Compare data arithmetically with predetermined control totals -
5. Contact functional areas for submission and evaluation of data ------
6. Maintain files of reports, re!lul at ions, or directives pertain-
_____ ing_ to data S.).'Stems 
7. Maintain suspense file for controlled reports - ---------




l--9_. __ _?r._e_p_§ re r_econmendati ons for imgroved efficiency in ogerations r----
rlQ:_p___rg_!;ess_ requests for new or revised regorts -
11. Read and interpret regulations. manuals. or administrative 
orders 
11. Review comQleted Qrograms for accuracy --
14. Review detail r------ flow charts prior to preparation of proqrams 
15. Schedule development of programs 
---~ -
1 ~ _. __ ~up~_!:yi s_e_ a!l<!--~di t _dpcumenta ti on ___Qf_jlrograms -----
--------------- -- ---- --------- ---





DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
cludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any 








___ }, __ !l~"'.~i!'~<;tives pertaining to data systems 
___ 2_,_ ___ ~_alua1_~__Qata f_()r duplications and unnecessary requirements 
-~~--~valuate data for relationship of output to source documents 
___1__,_ __ Eva l uate file contents and sequences 
__ !j ~ __ ~'{!!i,JCI_!~_j)_!'()~ l em~reas _ada£~bl e to m()_di fi cation ___ -----1---1 
__ §_:_ __ Id~_J!!j_f_,Lc:l_CI__!~- inter:~f~a~co_::e,_r._::_eq~u::.i:~~r.::e:::me=-:n~t::s:____ ______________ _ 
7. _IdentifY pro~lem ar:ea,~s~i~n_t~h~e~sy~s~t~e=m:____ _______________ ~---l 
__ §: ___ ~~_t:J_t ify source document~_ir:'tern~_ files and final __:r~~e:r:p~o.:.r.:::ts=-----+----1 
~:__~~l".fQ!'f!l_initial analysis of requests_for systems studies 
_!2~--~_p_~at~~nd _ reviel!___~~~edules and program networks 
_______ _EleAse list any additional tasks: ---------+-----! 
---·----·-·-- ·----------------------------------------t------l 
-- . - -·---- ----- --------------- -----------------------------1-----
--·------------------------·------------------------~-
-------- ----------------------------·--------------+---1 
.. ·-- ----- ----------------------------- ------------1-
-·-·- . --·-- -- --. --·-------------------- ---·---------- --------------------- --
---- ------- --- ----- -----. - ----------------------------------------1--·-
. - ---------------- - ----------·--------'-------·---·--·- ----------·- ----+-----





DATA PROCESSING TASK INVENTORY 
Listed be 1 01~ is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check all tasks which you perform. Add any Check 
tasks you do which are not 1 is ted. 
r----- / 
-DUTY-
DESIGNING DATA SYSTEMS 
If 
Done 
-TASK-.. - -- ···- ----------~---
r---1_,__ Audit mechanized listing to check systems 
2. Control system 
-~--
input and output 
3. Coordinate with programmers and functi ona 1 areas to establish 
_____ ~~~cations 
4. Design or modify data interface requirements -------- --,-------------------- -~------
__ ?~-- Q~~ igrl_J>l!!J~~~~~r~ medi<!_1~youts ----
6. _ D~s!9n_p!!~~~q~~ _ media layouts -------- ·-----
__ z~--o~~.9.!1 __ !i.Yste'lls to include tabular forms and visual ··displays 
_j,l, ___ Q_etermi !)g_Qrocess i 1J.9.L storage, and retr-i eva 1 technigues -
_ _2~- Lr!~pect -~1?1em flow-------------
10. Monitor updating of format and data items 
~--------- --- ------- --------
_ll, _ _,_ __ _!_r:epare data automation proposals {QAP) ---
_ _11_,__.-f!:~re documentation for~tems flow charts -
_jJ ·---~r:~are_QL_anal yze data for testing new ststems 
.. lL __ ~r.:~pare _?,l'stems block diagrams 
15. Reconrnend changes in data automation proposals to person of 
____ p~i~~-r~s_ll~~~~~~!_l;,L _______ - ---------------------------- -----
16. Review technoloqical developments in c orrrnu ni cations or 
.. t~ l_e~r:qc_~s_s_ il!.9 _@ll!i_r~ITI~IJ!.S. _ . _____________ . ------------------------ ---------
17. Review technological development in processing, storage. and 
i nforma ti on retrieval 
- -- -·- - -------------- --- ----- ---------------- ------ ---
... . ---- -- -- .. ---- -------····---------- -------- -------- -
______ PJ~~_s_g}j_s_t __ aJlY_ additJPD~tasks:_~---~--------- ---
- -----------,.------------------------------ - ----
52 
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DATA PROCESSING TASK INV.ENTORY 
Listed below is a duty and the tasks which it in-
eludes, check a 11 tasks which you perform. Add any Check 
tasks you do l'lhi ch are not listed. 
-DUTY-
•J 
PERFORMING FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
(PILOT PROJECTS) If 
Done 
- -··----- ---~---------- -TASK- 1-------
__ .L ... Br ief_f u nc:t:i9 na J area [Jersonnel on limits of data processing 
__ g_. _ C:o.s>rd~? te integration of systems with functional area 
3. Coordinate with functional areas to determine output require-
-- -- . men.t.s___ 
4. Determine input/output characteristics and media for functional 
---~!:_e~----- ----
__ _5._._J)_e_t~rmi ne size and time elements of Qrocess i ng runs 
-~~~]()]? standard data elements and codes for functienal areas -
_]_. Evaluate use of existing Slstems of programs for pilot projects 
8. Investigate communications and teleprocessing requirements for 
____ t!l.t~g_rati on of data S_lstems and [Jrocessing 
__ 9Jr..@.C!.Le __ computer J..Qfl.k_9 i a grams 
__]~r~.Ql!.!"~_deta i 1 ed documen.Lflow~am 
11. Prepare feasibility study on present system to determine 
-- . -- n.?~..iQI" new system ·--· 
12. Prepare recommendations for size and capacity of proposed 
---- .. e.~ ~~!!".~ni ~~a ta [lr:Q£~~ i ng_!91!i pme~------ ------- -----
----- .. ·--
Please list a.!JY. additional tasks: 
·~------------ -------
·-·- --··--- --.----- -------· ·-· ------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----
-------------------------------------------·---·------~-
---- -------------------~-------- .. -- --
--------------"------------·-. 1----
------------~--· 
HOW MANY ESTIMATED HOURS DO YOU SPEND ON EACH DUTY DURING THE 
WEEK? PLEASE RATE EACH DUTY BY ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT 
DURING A TYPICAL WORK.WEEK. 
HOURS 
DUTY 0-9 l 0-19 20-29 30-39 ox~r 
Performing Systems Prograrrming 
Programming Computers 
Operating Automatic Data Processinq 
Equipment 
S UQ_er vis i ng Pr Q!lr arrm i ng 
Supervising Data Service Functions 
Performing Data Processing Functions 
Performing Data Systems Analysis 
Des i9ni ng Data Systems 




LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL 
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[[§[[] 
Oklahoma State University I 5riLLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 74074 CLASSROOM BUILDING 406 SCHOOL OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION (405) 372-6211, EXT. 6287 
April 16, 1976 
Dear Data Processing Manager: 
I need your help. I am conducting a study that I believe will 
be helpful to your profession. I am attempting to validate a com-
plete list of duties and tasks performed by computer programmers. 
The information will be supplied on request to institutions 
who wish to revise and update existing data processing curriculums 
or to create new curriculums. 
What I am asking for is about one-half hour of one of your com-
puter programmers time. Please give the task inventory to a com-
puter programmer for completion. When they are through, have the 
computer programmer return the task inventory to you, and you can 
return the inventory.to me in the stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
You will notice that the inventory booklet.is numbered. The 
number is only for my use in follow-up and in accounting for the 
booklet. To protect the privacy of opinions, company names will 
not be used in any of the summary statements. 
I am depending on you to provide me with the necessary infor-
mation for improving data processing programs. Please have the com-







Oklahoma State University 
SCHOOL OF OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION 
Dear Data Processing Manager: 
I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 74074 CLASSROOM BUIWING 406 (405) 372-6211, EXT. 6287 
April 30, 1976 
I need your help! A few weeks ago I mailed you a task inventory 
which will supply information needed to revise and update existing 
data processing curriculums or to create new curriculums. 
If your completed task inventory is already in the mail I appre-
ciate it. If you have misplaced it, or it never reached you, please 
give the enclosed copy to one of your computer programmers. Then have 
the computer programmer fill it out and return to you, you can then 
return the completed task inventory to me. 
I will send you an abstract of the study when your task inventory 
is returned, and the data from the task inventory is tabulated. 




James J. Callison 
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